
 
 

REPORT ON INNOVAVIT 2022 SYMPOSIUM 

A two day National level symposium entitled as “ INNOVAVIT 2022 “ was held during 08th and 

09th of June 2022 in AVIT campus. The symposium was organized by the Department of 

Mechanical engineering involving all the departments in the college with respective deparment co-

ordinators. The first day of the symposium i.e. 08-06-2022 started with the inauguration of the 

event. INNOVAVIT 2022 was presented in the beginning of the event which mentioned all the 

different events going to held in the symposium. Dr.L.Prabhu Vice Principal (Admin). & 

HOD/Mechanical Engg., Convenor of the Symposium welcomed the gathering and presented the 

details about the different technical, non-technical and spot events going to be conducted during 

the symposium. Dr.G.Selvakumar, Principal, AVIT delivered the presidential address and 

motivated all the stduents to take part in all the events. The felicitations was done by 

Dr.D.Vijendra Babu, Vice Principal (Part time Studies),  Dr. S.P. Sangeetha, Vice Principal 

(Academics). All the faculty members of AVIT and the students from various departments 

attended the inaguration event.  

After the lamp lightening by the dignitaries on the stage the chief guest introduction was given by 

Dr.S.Sangeetha, Organising Secratary, INNOVAVIT 2022. Dr. Tata Sudhakar, Scientist G, 

National Institute of Ocean technology was invited as chief guest for the Inauguration and he 

delivered his motivational chief guest talk by addressing the students gathered in the auditorium.  

The Vote of thanks for the inaguration program was delivered by Dr.S.Prakash, Organising 

Secratary, INNOVAVIT 2022. The inaguration function ended with the National anthem after 

which the students and staff were scaterred for different events held in the symposium. 
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As per the schedule of the symposium, all the technical, non technical and spot events were 

conducted for the two days of the symposium. To encourage the enterprenuer skills of the of the 

students different stalls were organized by various department students for two days. Food items, 

textile stalls, fun games likewise all together 16 stalls from different departments are organized in 

the open auditorium of AVIT campus. 

From the afternoon of the second day of symposium i.e. 09.06.2022, valedictory function was 

organized in the auditorium of AVIT.  The Welcome address for the event and the Overall report 

of the Symposium was given by Dr.L.Prabhu Vice Principal (Admin). & HOD/Mechanical Engg., 

Convenor of the Symposium. Dr.G.Selvakumar, Principal, AVIT delivered the presidential address 

on that evening. All the diginitaries on the stage distributed the prizes and certificates to the event 

winners and runners of the symposium. Token of appeciation mementos were given to the 

department co-ordinators by the digitaries on the stage. All the departments were presented in the 

campus with their unique dress code for the two day symposium event. 

Finally the Overall champion trophies were distributed based on the scoreboard. The third prize 

was shared by the Department of Biomedical Engineering and the Department of Biotech 

Engineering. The second prize was awarded to the new comers of the college i.e. I year students 

from H& S Department and finally the AVIT ASPIRE 2022 trophy was awarded for the best 

overall performing department of AVIT based on the score board. The AVIT ASPIRE 2022 trophy 

was announced and awarded to the Department of Mechanical Engineering by the Principal. For 

the two days event, the total points for the different events were calculated and the score board was 

made and consolidated by Prof.N.Lakshminarayanan, Prof.J.Senthil and Prof.C.Thiagarajan.  All 

the winners and winning departments were congratulated by the dignitaries presented in the 

auditorium. The two day national level symposium INNOVAVIT 2022 program in AVIT was 

concluded by respecting the national anthem. 


